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ABSTRACT
This research focuses on the sexual stereotype of teenagers in China. To find out the relation between sexism and homosexuality and the influence of traditional Chinese values, stereotypical gender norms, and biased social media on the acceptance of homosexuality of teenagers in modern Chinese society. Both qualitative and quantitative methods will be employed in this research. A survey has been designed and conducted in this research to better understand the real situation and acceptance of homosexuality and stereotype from Chinese and the dynamic change of opinion under the influence of social media.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights states, “all human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights [1].” Yet, in various parts of the world, gay people are denied many rights. As of the moment, homosexual activity is illegal in 71 countries in the world, and 151 countries do not offer full protection for discrimination against the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender (LGBT) community, including China [2].

In China, the word homosexuality usually has a negative connotation. The deeply rooted societal values often cause this during the communist period after 1949 that everyone has filial duties and is responsible for continuing the bloodline of their families, which is unattainable for same-sex couples [3].

Teenagers are not an exception to such discriminations. From their peer pressure, such as having to act according to their sex stereotypically, those who do not often face backlashes. This phenomenon created a detrimental environment for the acceptance of homosexuality in students. Furthermore, traditional family values affect teenagers as well, where their family members, especially parents, often tell them to act like a girl or a boy by their parents. Other examples include the implications of filial pieties. The rejection of people acting out of their gender norms, in turn, affects the acceptance of homosexuality in society.

Thus, through our research, we would like to find out the relations between sexism and homosexuality, particularly the effect of traditional Chinese values, stereotypical gender norms, and biased social media on the acceptance of homosexuality of teenagers in modern Chinese society, to know how the relation affect homophobia and contribute to the liberation of human rights. Based on the literature review and further research in China, we hope to find out through our research that there is a strong correlation between stereotypical gender norms instituted by the different agents of socialization and homophobia.

Additionally, we have only included genders such as “boys” and “girls” in our study due to time limitations, and we do not wish to cause any offense to the other genders.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1. Sexism’s Negative Influence

Gina Msaequemay points out the definition of sexism: one sex is superior to or more valuable than another sex [4]. It imposes limits on what men and boys
can and should do and what women and girls should do, although the concept of sexism was initially formulated to raise consciousness about the oppression of girls and women [4]. The concept of sexism explains that prejudice and discrimination are based on sex or gender, not biological inferiority. The men’s movement reasoned that it was time to document men’s oppression [4]. According to Brandt, sexist ideologies for females are associated with a lower likelihood of voting for female political candidates, less support and occupational domains, and opposition to public policies designed to attenuate male dominance [5]. Leaper and Brown also pointed out that gender-based discrimination and sexism during adolescence can include bothering sexual harassment and gender bias in academic and athletic contexts [6]. Girls are often treated unfairly in nontraditional achievement contexts [6]. Many parents tend to have high expectations of sons over daughters in math, science, computers, and sports [6]. According to Leaper and Brown’s research, Girls from 12-year-old to 18-year-old of varied socioeconomic and ethnic backgrounds completed surveys of personal experiences with sexual harassment, academic sexism (regarding science, math, and computer technology), and athletics [6]. Most girls reported sexual harassment (90%), academic sexism (52%), and athletic sexism (76%) at least once, with the likelihood increasing with age [6]. Gordon suggests that in their writing “What Do We Say When We Hear ‘Faggot’?” the stereotypical gender roles for males are much more rigid than those for females in the American society nowadays, which in turn causes homophobic remarks [7]. For instance, Gordon noted that a boy who was performing a stereotypical female task, including sewing or cooking, risks being called a “faggot” or “sissy” [7]. The finding suggests that while it is generally more acceptable for girls to perform tasks out of their “gender bubble,” stigma still surrounds boys trying to do the same and possibly causes homophobia [7]. This phenomenon is also problematic since sexism toward boys causes gay students to become less accepted by their peers due to not conforming to the gender norms [7]. T. Digby, who has similar ideas with Gorden, even points out that while men are suffering from sexual inequality and second sexism, he believes that women have already acquired equality [8]. While men are victims of second sexism, they stand against “conservatives who endorse traditional gender roles” [8]. It is overwhelmingly men who discriminate against other men who are gay and intimidate and assault gays. The overwhelming majority of anti-male sexual harassment cases are male and nominally heterosexual [8]. When men get some benefits from the stereotype of males’ role in society, men do not believe that it is discrimination because the advantages of sexism are not unfair and even beneficial for men. Only when men are suffering from the disadvantages of discrimination will men realize that what they have experienced is a form of discrimination, like sexism for men [8].

2.2. Basic Reasons for Chinese’s Exclusion toward Homosexuality

First, the traditional cultural ideas toward homosexuality strongly affected the Chinese and made Chinese people comparatively more conservative and unacceptable to homosexuality. John Choe emphasizes Confucianism’s impacts on Asian values and Asian attitudes toward homosexuality, resulting in the perpetuation of homophobic laws [9]. Confucianism in Asia was essentially invoked as a set of stripped-down ethical values that had a specific role in the state’s service [9]. As a generalized moral philosophy, Confucianism entailed respect for social authority [9]. In this climate, homosexuality was marginalized and rendered invisible [9]. Only rarely did homosexuality make it into the interstices of public discourse, and even then, homosexuality was portrayed negatively as a “mental illness” or a “relatively rare occurrence” in Chinese societies [9]. Second, the lack of laws from the government makes homosexuals’ situation more difficult and makes it Chinese people feel hard to accept the LGBTQ community. Zhang, Li, Wang, Wang, and Liu agree with Choe’s opinions about the influence of traditional cultures toward Chinese’s thoughts about homosexuality: due to the traditional culture, old rules, and Chinese morals, it is hard for Chinese people and government to accept homosexuality and publish laws to protect them immediately [10]. Although the Chinese government cannot publish some laws directly to protect LGBTQ, they can use some other rules to replenish today’s laws and gradually make people accept homosexuality [10]. For instance, the Chinese government can add a new rule that homosexuality is given the right to marry heterosexuals after proving that they live together [10]. The condition of homosexuality in China is well-described that most Chinese cannot accept homosexuality. Still, eventually, this situation can be changed with the time passed and the promulgation of new laws [10]. Third, the lack of education about sex and LGBTQ leads people to not understand LGBTQ but even result in people’s misunderstanding of homosexuality. Ruili Huang talks about how some Chinese textbooks describe homosexuality as a mental disorder or a disease [11]. Although homosexuality is not considered a mental disorder or disease in Chinese government documents, the general lack of knowledge still hugely misleads people that homosexuality is an illness and should not be accepted [11]. These three factors actually are mutually reinforcing each other to accumulate the ingrained Chinese’ exclusion toward homosexuality.

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

We will mainly collect information by conducting combinations of quantitative and qualitative surveys supplemented by consulting various documents. For this social topic, more first-hand materials are needed.
Qualitative surveys can give more true feedback on the current situation of homosexuality and sexism in Chinese society.

The first part is the survey. To ensure that our survey is quantitative, the most crucial thing in the survey is selecting samples and setting the survey content. The selection of quantitative survey samples should consider the geographic region, age level, economic development level, education level of the people. One is the selection of regions. The choice of regions should be reasonable. The second is selecting age groups to make the research results more authentic and credible. Teenagers of every age must be chosen. For example, young people may be more accepting of homosexuality, and fewer people have sexist ideas. Older people are very different. The third is to consider the degree of economic development and education. There are often more people with higher education and more advanced thinking in economically developed places. The fourth is to consider the issue of religious beliefs. Different religions have different views on homosexuality and gender. Most people who believe in religions are more religious. Their religion largely directly determines their views on homosexuality and gender.

The biggest problem is that it is difficult for us to find diverse interviewees from different areas and generations. Survey responses are mostly from young people in big cities, which means that they have many more opportunities to get in touch with the Internet and know and meet gay people. As our research target is teenagers, we limit our participants to teenagers living in cities. Although we can interview some older generations around us to know about their ideas toward homosexuality, this online survey also restricts our target volunteers familiar with the Internet. This may strongly affect our results because our friends are more open to homosexuality and do not know traditional sexism.

3.1. Survey Design

Our survey has asked respondents multiple choice questions, scale questions, and open-ended questions on their stance toward homosexuality and their experiences with gender stereotypes. In the four sections, questions include their demographic, whether they identify as part of the LGBT community, to what extent do they accept homosexuality, whether they are personally acquainted with someone that is homosexual, and scenarios such as what they would do if your favorite celebrity or family members comes out as homosexual. Lastly, the survey also includes photos for the respondents to rate how gay they think the person in the image is.

3.1.1. Demographic

This section includes questions regarding the respondents' age, sex, gender, ethnicity, education, and religion. This allows us to better understand the respondents as individual people and how their different demographical backgrounds may show trends and explain the differences in responses.

3.1.2. Homosexuality

In this section, the questions mostly include their acceptance of homosexuality, the reasons behind it, and scenarios to gauge how they react to someone coming out as gay. It helps us know the many different factors that have affected their level of acceptance. It allows us to look deeper into each factor, thus taking our research to a more specific area and corroborating our conclusions made from the literature review.

3.1.3. Genders

This section touches on the issues of gender and how they are presented to the respondents themselves. It allows us to know how sexism appears in everyday life and helps us find the correlation between gender stereotypes and homosexuality.

3.1.4. Photo Questions

In Figure 1, a stereotypical gay person is shown. The person is wearing makeup and touching his lips with his hands. Figure 2 contains a photo of a stereotypical legitimate “heterosexual” Chinese man. He is wearing a pressed shirt. In Figure 3, how people perceive homosexuality in females is investigated. This is an image of a very stereotypical sweet and girly Chinese female. In figure 4, a photo of a “tomboy” girl was shown.

This section allows us to see how the respondents indirectly react toward different gender stereotypes through a more passive method of choosing how “gay” the person presented in the photo is rather than asking them directly. This could tell us how people genuinely react to gender stereotypes and how that can be linked to the perception of homosexuality.
4. PRELIMINARY RESULTS

4.1. Key Findings and Analysis

Out of the 52 respondents who responded to our survey, 3.8% identifies as part of the LGBT community, along with 9.6% “maybe.” Overall, the acceptance of homosexuality is 5.69 out of 10. Certain factors that affected people’s acceptance of homosexuality include watching pride parades, celebrities being a part of or supporting the LGBT community, and increasing community awareness through the news, social media, and films. Most suggested that their acceptance of homosexuality has not changed over time. Furthermore, 34.6% of the respondents claimed to be personally acquainted with someone who is gay. However, no one has a family member that is gay, and 44.2% are not acquainted with any, either. In addition, 69.6% do not want to become acquainted with them at all. When asked about what they would do if their favorite celebrity comes out as gay, a similar amount of people said they would congratulate them, do nothing, or stop following them. When asked about what they would do if their (hypothetical) child comes out as gay, most responses were positive. However, a few suggested that they would beat their child and deny their homosexuality.

4.2. Photo Questions

From the results for Figure 1, there is a trend that most people think that he is extremely gay. Only eight people chose to tell whether he is gay or not, showing that they are not judging his homosexuality by his looks. For Figure 2, there is a positive correlation that most people think that he is not very gay, and many people have chosen that they cannot tell whether he is gay or not. The contrast between the reactions toward the two males certainly shows that some people are whether others are gay based on how much they fit with their gender norms.

In Figure 3, once again, most people choose that they cannot tell whether she is gay or not. However, in Figure 4, many people have chosen that they cannot tell once again. By itself, this should be a positive reaction to a person who looks, stereotypical lesbian. However, as we have seen from the first image, people who said the person looked extremely gay just by the way he looks. This raises the question as to why females are not considered to be able to be gay.

5. ANALYSIS

As mentioned in other parts, homophobia in China has been constant for many years. Many homosexual people are suffering from social discrimination, lack of laws protection, and lack of approval. Without related laws and regulations, the group of homosexuality cannot protect themselves from discrimination; or even worse, they will be regarded as people who suffer from mental disease. Thus, through our research, we would like to find out the relations between sexism and homosexuality, particularly traditional Chinese values, stereotypical gender norms, and biased social media. It affects teenagers on the acceptance of homosexuality in modern Chinese society, to know how the relation affect homophobia and contribute to the liberation of human rights. Furthermore, we attempted to show that homophobia can be affected by the sexism to the homosexuality teams, due to the deeply rooted societal values, in our study. Surprisingly, Digby [8] points out that men suffer more from sexual inequality and second sexism than women. What is more, Chinese laws affect the Chinese as well. There are no related laws that protect homosexuality’s rights before the Chinese government considers the citizens have enough acceptance of homosexuality in Zhang’s article[10]. The study from Miller [12] shows how social media impact gender and considers the social media bring people more freedom and a tolerant environment for gay people. Interestingly, our current survey shows that the 52 interviewees’ acceptance of homosexuality is about 5.69 when the most acceptance level is at 10. Overall, certain factors that affected people’s acceptance of homosexuality include watching pride parades, celebrities being a part of or supporting the LGBT community, and increasing awareness of this community through the news, social media, and films. Most suggested that their acceptance of homosexuality has changed over time. Zhang’s [10] study also said that there are some laws to prove the relationship identity of homosexuality. However, many target volunteers still consider homosexuality as not a natural sexual orientation in our survey data. According to our survey, about 69.9 percent of people even do not want to meet homosexuality, and most of their answers are in disagreement when they are asked their reaction.
after they know their relatives are homosexual. One of the facts of homosexuality is that they cannot have their biological children, which means they cannot carry on their family names (family lines). This contradicts the Chinese traditional rituals and cannot be accepted by the older generations. Hence, our research would serve as proof of the concept that homophobia in China is affected by traditional Chinese values, stereotypical gender norms, and social media. It still needs more time to complement the liberation of homosexuality in China and for all Chinese people to have homosexuality acceptance and a deep understanding of it. Although a qualitative survey gives us more opportunities to find out volunteers’ real thoughts about this topic, there are also some limitations of our study that we cannot ignore. Because of limited time and words, and without going through the official papers and the ambiguous attitudes from the government, our research can only base on the public thoughts and attitudes, which may be incomplete (not enough) for this topic. In addition, the number of people who have done our survey is not enough because China has 1400 million people.

6. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, although China’s society is continually improving, not only at the acceptance but also at the tolerance of new things, there are still many counter views with the homosexuality that against traditional cultural and public recognition. In this study, we have developed a survey where people from different age groups wrote their answers about the questions related to homosexuality. By analyzing the survey results and finding other studies, the evidence suggests a strong correlation between stereotypical gender norms agents of socialization. This study provides additional evidence with respect to most Chinese have more acceptance of homosexuality, when the stereotype is decreasing in Chinese daily languages, social media, laws, etc., which has been mentioned both in our studies and references. Our group aims to help today’s society accept varied kinds of sexual orientations through doing our studies. People should have the rights they deserved, like the legalization of gay marriage and the freedom of choosing sexual orientation, no matter their sexual preference. Further work is required to establish a clearer survey, search for more Chinese government information, and use varied ways to obtain data.
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